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to produce a pressure of 180 pounds per square inch on t
base; it would require a column of steam =-u-fiii=
,M.076.6 feet to produce à pressure on its baue of 180 pounds
per square inch. But we cannot ascertain the velocity of the
steam issuing f rom the boiler according to the sanie method
by which we scertained the velocily of the water because
the steamn acts so much differently; the moment it escapes
from the opering it ex~pands in a dir"etion almost at right
angles Wo the direction of the jet. 'r " e:.pansion is due tn
the internai pressure of the jet li*îv ýrr,«ter than that of the
atmosphere, and this, together wil' h work the jet does in
pushing the air out of the way > eý its velocity very con-
siderably. In the case of the %%ater flowing from the boiler,
however, the resistance from the atmospheric pressure does
flot make much difference with ita ve:icity, but we know that
in the caue of steam it doce. Therefore it in better tu, consider
the velocity of steamn when allowed to flow f rom a boiler through
a properly shaped nozzle. The shape of the nozzle is such that
the steam in escaping expands to atmospheric pressure before
it leaves the mouth of the nozzle, and, therefore, there in no
expansion at right angles to the direction of the jet the mo-
ment it leaves the nozule. To determine the velocity of steam
discharging- through nozzles, numerous experiments have
been made and from these experiments formulas have been
de' ived by the use of which a pretty close estimate can fie
made of the velocity of steam at various parts of the steam
nozzle through which it is flowing, and also at the moment
it entera the atmosphere after leaving the mouth of the nozie.
At the entrance Wo the steam nozzle the velocity of the steam,
in nearly the same as would be found by finding the height of a
column of steam, of uniform density having the came weight
as the steam pressure ini the boiler produces on a unit of area
of boiler surface. In other words, the velocity of the steamn
at the entrance to the discharging nozzle rnay be found by
practically the Mame method employed ini finding the velocity
of water inuing through an opening from. the boiler. But
the moment the steam passes the entrance to the nozzle, it
expanda in the direction of its flow, and increases its velocity,
and it in the velockty at the moment the steamn leaves the throat
of the nozzle thaL «e wish to determine. Let us take the case
of steamn through a nozule, and the height of a column of steam.
of the sme densîty s that of steam of 180 pounds pressure
han already been found. You will observe that it in con-
siderably higher than a column of water under the same ab-
solute pressure, and anything dropping from this helght would
have a mueh greater velocity when it struck the earth than it
would if dropped from the top of a column of water of the
required height for the came pressure, ramely, 180 pounds.,
By experiment a formula has been «found for calculatmng the


